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We give a simple heat equation proof of Demailly’s asymptotic inequalities for 
the a complex. 8 1987 Academic Press, Inc. 
In his seminal paper, Witten [W] gave an analytic proof of the Morse 
inequalities for a Morse function h with isolated critical points on a com- 
pact manifold. The proof of Witten is based on two ingredients: 
(i) Using the function h, Witten constructs a family of complexes 
having the same cohomology as the original Hodge-de Rham complex. 
(ii) By studying the lower part of the spectrum of the corresponding 
Hodge Laplacians, Witten obtains the Morse inequalities. 
In [B3, B4] we gave a heat equation proof of the Morse inequalities, 
and also of the degenerate Morse inequalities of Bott. The proof of [B3] is 
based on the fact that the heat equation method of Atiyah-Bott-Patodi 
[ABP] for the proof of the Index Theorem can be used for the Morse 
inequalities, by simply replacing the equality in [ABP] by a series of 
inequalities. 
In [Dl, D2], Demailly proved remarkable asymptotic Morse 
inequalities for the d complex constructed over the line bundle Emk as 
k t t +co, where E is a holomorphic Hermitian line bundle. The 
inequalities of Demailly give asymptotic bounds on the Morse sums of the 
Betti numbers of 8 on E@’ in terms of certain integrals of the curvature of 
E. The analysis of Demailly is based on the beautiful remark that in the 
formula for (a+ a*)* on EBk, the metric of E plays formally the role of the 
Morse function in Witten [W]. By a detailed study of the lower part of the 
spectrum of certain operators, and using a localization procedure quite dif- 
ferent from Witten [WI, Demailly proves his asymptotic Morse 
inequalities. He then obtains a proof of the conjecture of Grauert- 
Riemenschneider [GR] first proved by Siu [Sl, S2]. 
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In this paper, we give a heat equation proof of Demailly’s inequalities, 
which is similar to our heat equation proof of the standard Morse 
inequalities [B3]. The localization of the heat kernel is obtained by using 
the same probabilistic arguments as in our proofs of the Atiyah-Singer 
Index Theorem [Bl 1, and of the infinitesimal Lefschetz Formulas [B2]. 
The familiar Todd polynomials Td or Hirzebruch polynomials a evaluated 
on the curvature of E appear in the computations and are ultimately 
eliminated. 
Using an obvious extension of this method, we also obtain asymptotic 
bounds on the dimension of the kernel of a Dirac operator on even or odd 
dimensional manifolds. 
Our paper is organized in the following way. In (a), we introduce the 
main assumptions and notations. In (b), we prove fundamental trace 
inequalities which depend on k E N, s E R +. In (c), we make k 1 t +co, and 
in (d), ST 7 +GC in these inequalities. In (e), we prove the asymptotic 
inequalities of Demailly. In (f) and (g), we obtain asymptotic bounds for 
the dimension of the kernel of Dirac operators in even and odd dimensions. 
(a) ASSUMPTIONS AND NOTATIONS 
M is a compact connected complex manifold of complex dimension 1. J is 
the integrable complex structure on TM. T’s”M, T”,‘M are the subspaces of 
TM@. C: 
T’,‘M= { XE TM@. C; JX= i/Y}, 
T’,‘M= 1x6 TM@, C; JX= 4’). 
T*‘~“M is the space dual to T’,‘M, and T*‘,‘M is the space dual to T’,‘M. 
We assume that TM is endowed with an hermitian metric g. Using g, we 
can identify T’,‘M and T*‘,‘M. 
Let V be the unique holomorphic hermitian connection on T’,‘M. 
V induces an Euclidean connection on TM, whose torsion and curvature 
are noted T and R. 
Identifying T’,‘IM and T *O,‘M V induces the unique hermitian 
antiholomorphic connection on T*(‘M. 
Let (z’ =x1 + in’,..., z/=x’+ i”) be a local system of complex coor- 
dinates on M. For 1 < i < Z, ajay’= J(a/ax’). Set 
dz’ = ( l/&)( dx’ + i dy’), dZi = ( l/$)(dxi - i dy’), 
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dF’,..., d?’ is a base of T*O,‘M. In the sequel, we will always assume that at 
a given xOe A4, (a/ax', ajay ,..., a/ax’, ajay’) is an orthonormal oriented 
base of TM. 
Let AT*‘,‘M be the exterior algebra of T*‘*‘M, AyT*‘.‘M the forms of 
degree q in ,4T*‘,‘M. 
IIT*‘,‘M is also naturally endowed with the connection V. T*‘,‘M acts 
on AT*‘,‘M by the wedge product A, which increases the degree in AT*‘,’ 
by 1. 
Also if XE TM@, C, the interior multiplication operator i, acts on 
n T*‘.‘M and decreases the degree by 1. Finally, observe that the adjoint of 
d?r\ is exactly i?,aI,. 
5 is a holomorphic hermitian bundle, E is a holomorphic hermitian line 
bundle. V still denotes the corresponding holomorphic hermitian connec- 
tion on r and E whose curvatures are L and r. 
For 0 <q d I, let C,,(< @ E) be the set of C” section of II~T*‘~‘M@ 
t 0 E. The 8 operator acts on the Dolbeault complex C( 5 0 E). In local 
coordinates. 8 writes 
(1.2) 
C,(t 0 E) is naturally endowed with an Hermitian L, product. Let a* be 
the formal adjoint of 8. 
First, we briefly express 8, a* in terms of V. 
Let VL be the Levi-Civita connection on TM. S is the tensor defined by 
VL=V+S. (1.3) 
If e,,..., e2, is an orthonormal base of TM, let X be the vector of TM 
X= g S(e,) e,, 
and Y its orthogonal projection on T’,‘M. 
One readily verifies that 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
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Let c(TM) be the Clifford algebra of TM, which is generated over R by 
1, e ,,..., e2, and the commutation relations: e,e, + e,e, = -26,,. 
Let c be the linear embedding of TM into c( TM). c extends 
embedding from TMOR C into c( TM) 0, C. 
c(TM)@QR C obviously acts on AT*‘%‘M by 
and so 
The action of c( TM) OR C on AT*‘,‘M immediately 
AT*“~‘MQ~@E. 
Let D be the Dirac operator acting on C([ @ E), 
Clearly 
nto a linear 
(1.7) 
(1.8) 
extends to 
(1.9) 
(1.10) 
If A4 is Kahler, $(a+ a*) co’incides with the Dirac operator D, since 
then T, S, Y vanish. 
DEFINITION 1.1. (V,)’ denotes the horizontal Laplacian on C(t 0 E). 
If e,(x),..., ez,(x) is a locally defined orthonomal base of TM, then 
(YJ2 = f v,v, - V&T:‘V.“P,. (1.11) 
I 
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Let R” be the complex curvature of TM. R’ takes its values in 
End& T’30M). Set 
N=iTr R’. (1.12) 
Finally, let K be the scalar curvature of TM. First, we give an 
application of Lichnerowicz’s formula [L, Bl 1. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Assume that M is Kiihler. Then the following identity 
holds 
D2 = -(V,)’ - 2d?’ A ir7,a;, [lQL($+l 
+ r(~,~)+N(~,~)]-lQL(~,~)Ql 
a a 
-r---. ( > azi ’ a2 (1.13) 
Proof: If F is the locally defined bundle of spinors over M, and if det is 
the determinant bundle of T’.‘M, recall that by Atiyah-Bott-Shapiro 
CABS] AT*‘,‘M identifies with F@ fi. If H is the curvature of J’&Q 
r Q E, Lichnerowicz’s formula [L, Bl] asserts that 
D2 = -(V,,)’ + F+ f c(e,) c(ej) @ H(ei, sj). (1.14) 
Here 
H=lQLQl+r+N. (1.15) 
Also using (1.8) we find 
c(ei) de,) 0 H(ej, ej) 
=c(~)c(~)QH(-$~)+~(-$($Vio&) 
=2c : c 5 QH -$ ? -2 1QH 5 5 
(azJ (a?]) (azl;azJ ( (aZl’aZJ) 
Noting that N(a/&‘, a/&‘) = K/4, the proposition is proved. 1 
Remark 1. When M is not Kahler, 2(a+ ~3*)~ is given by the Bochner- 
Kodaira-Nakano formula, which is written in quadratic form in [D2]. 
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In fact, the Levi-Civita connection VL on TM lifts locally into a unitary 
connection on F. Since r det IS locally endowed with a unitary connection 
V, we can endow AT*‘,‘,44 = F@ 6 with the connection VL 0 1 + 1 @V, 
which we shall denote VL. Still using the connection V on iJ @ E, we can 
define the Dirac operator D' by 
(1.16) 
Clearly DL - D is of order 0, and so by ( 1. lo), 
$(a+a*)=DL+A, (1.17) 
where A is of order 0. Then 
2(a+ i?*)2 = (DL)’ + DLA + ADL + A2. (1.18) 
(DL)2 is still given by a formula like (1.14). Also DLA +ADL +A2 is of 
order 1, and moreover r does not appear explicitly in DLA + ADL + A’. 
In the sequel, we will do our computations in the Kahler case, the exten- 
sion to the general case being trivial. 
(b) A FUNDAMENTAL INEQUALITY 
For k E N, we now replace E by E@‘. ak, dk* are the corresponding 
operators on C( 5 0 E@‘). 
DEFINITION 1.3. For 1 6 p 6 I, BE is the Betti number 
Bi = dim HP(M, 5 0 E@‘). (1.19) 
q lk is the operator, 
q k=(ak+ak*)2. (1.20) 
Set 
(1.21) 
Let dx be the volume element of M. All the kernels which we consider 
are calculated with respect to dx. 
For s E R, s > 0, the operator e-‘lok acts on C(5 0 EBk), and is given by 
a smooth kernel P$. Clearly if Tr, e-“lU’ is the trace of eestuk acting on 
C,(( @ E@‘), we have 
Tr,epsruk=~ Tr,[ P$(x, x)] dx. (1.22) 
M 
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We now prove the analogue of [B3, Theorem 1.31. 
THEOREM 1.4. For any p, 16 p < 1, 
BP”-B;-,+ . . . + ( - 1)” B; 
~Trpe~“‘Ut-Tr,._,e~“‘“k+ ... +(-l)PTr,,e-“‘“k. (1.23) 
When p = 1, there is equality in (1.23). 
Proof We briefly repeat the proof of [B3, Theorem 1.31. 0 k acting on 
C(t 0 Ek) has a spectral decomposition. Hodges theory shows that the 
kernel of 0 k in C,(t @ Ek) is isomorphic to HY(t @ EBk). Also for an 
eigenvalue A> 0, let Fi be the corresponding finite dimensional eigenspace 
in C,({@,?Pk). One verifies trivially that the sequence 
0 - F; 3 Fi; + . . ‘7 F; + 0 (1.24) 
is exact. and so 
dim Fj-dimFj_,+ . . . + ( - 1)” dim Fi 2 0 (1.25) 
with equality when p = 1. Now 
Tr, e-s’uk = BE + c ,-;.,I dim Fi. 
A>0 
Equation ( 1.23) immediately follows. 1 
Remark 2. In Demailly [D2], the exactness of (1.24) is also used. Also 
observe the key normalization of 0 k by the factor t = l/k. Demailly nor- 
malizes instead the size of the eigenvalues of 0 k he considers. 
(c) LIMIT AS k tt +oo OF CERTAIN TRACES 
We identify r with a purely imaginary antisymmetric matrix such that 
the two form r is given by 
Y,ZETM+(Y,~Z). (1.26) 
I commutes with J and so acts naturally on T’z’M. By duality it also acts 
on T*os’M with the sign convention 
o E T*“~‘A4, XE T’*‘M: (ro, X) = -(o, rX). (1.27) 
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r acts as a derivation r“ of /1T*“,’ M. In local coordinates, r” acts on 
AT*‘,‘M by 
In the sequel, r is considered as an element of End(T’,‘M). 
We now claim 
THEOREM 1.5. For any x0 E M, p (0 < p < I), the following relation holds 
lim 
k- +r* 
‘Tr,[Pf(x,, x0)] = “‘:E::,~$~~;‘] (x0) dim({) (1.29) 
uniformly on M. 
Proof: To simplify the proof, we first assume that M is Kahler. Set 
L’ = L + NId:. By Proposition 1.2, if t = l/k, we have 
2t 0” = -t(V,,)’ - 2t d?’ A ic7jn5, 1 0 L’ 0 1 
a a 
-tl@L F,;Izi Ol-2rd-r - -. 
( > 
a a 
( > a2 ’ a2 
(1.30) 
z I 
We now construct probabilistically the semigroup Ed ‘liJk. Let x be the 
Brownian motion in M starting at x0, associated with the metric g/St. If A 
is the Laplace-Beltrami operator of M, the infinitesimal generator 
associated with x is exactly stA/2. 
Let T: be the parallel transport operator from x,, into x0 for all the con- 
sidered vector bundles. The action of r$ on E,, is denoted (T:)~. The action 
of T; on EBk is given by (T;),"". Set T; = (T;)- ‘. 
For X, YE T,,M, set 
Consider the differential equation 
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By proceeding as in [Bl, Theorem 2.51 and using Ito’s formula, one 
finds easily that if q E C(t @ E@), then if E is the expectation operator 
for x 
We now disintegrate (1.32). The 1.h.s. of (1.33) is exactly given by 
.r f’h Y) V(Y) &. (1.33) M 
Let Q-&, be the law of x, conditional on x1 =x0 [BS, Sect. 21. If 
pJx, y) is the heat kernel associated with ehA12, using (1.32) and (1.33) we 
find in particular that 
(1.34) 
In (1.34) @A), is simply the holonomy of the loop x on E so that 
(S&E C, and so 
(T;):“’ = (T;);'. (1.35) 
Since the connection V is unitary on E 
l(T(y’l = 1. (1.36) 
This equality shows that as k 1 +cc, we can use the asymptotic represen- 
tations of Bismut [BS, Corollary of Theorem 4.163 for Pt(.x,, x,). In par- 
ticular, we find that as k -+ +a, for any n E N 
In (1.37) P, is the probability law of a Brownian bridge MJ’ in T,,M, x is 
now a function of 8, M.” as in [St, Sect. 21 and also as t 1 JO, 
N(J2dw’)+ 1 boundedly. 
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By proceeding as in [Bl, (3.37)], one finds readily that as k 
and so 
(a!’ -b exp { - s 1: ? (dwf., IV: )} boundedly. 
+ x 
(1.38) 
(1.39) 
Clearly since as t J 10, x. converges to the constant loop x0, we have 
lim U’, = exp(sr$) 
1110 
(1.40) 
By (1.37)-( 1.40), we get 
x exp(sr$) dP,(w’). (1.41) 
Now we can assume that at x0, the coordinates (xl, y’,..., x’, y’) are such 
that on the base (a/ax’, a/@‘,...) r has diagonal entries -i[ TU, 21. We then 
find that 
(1.42) 
where IV!*’ ~11.~ are mutually independent real Brownian bridges. 
By us& a formula of Levy [Bl, Theorem 3.171, we get 
One verifies trivially that 
r& = i aj. (1.44) 
Also since r acts on TO,b’M as a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements 
a, ,..., a,, one finds that 
detr=ha,, 
(1.45) 
det(Z-eP”‘)=n (1 -ePsai). 
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The theorem follows from (1.41)-( 1.45). In the case where A4 is not 
Kahler, the proof of the theorem is essentially the same and is left to the 
reader. 1 
(d) LIMIT AS ST T +oo OF CERTAIN TRACES 
We still note by a, ,..., a, the real eigenvalues of Y,~ acting on T’&‘M. First, 
we define the families of open sets in A4 introduced by Demailly [DZ]. 
DEFINITION 1.6. For 0 6p < 1, 0, is the open set in A4 where r acting 
on T”.‘M has exactly p negative eigenvalues and 1 -p positive eigenvalues. 
We now have the analogue of [B3, Theorem 1.51. 
PROPOSITION 1.7. For any x0 E A4, p such that 0 dp < I, 
det Y 
,,‘f% det(Z-eP”‘) 
[Tr,e”‘d](xo) = 1 .roEO,,-lY’ (detr)(x,). (1.46) 
Proof The eigenvalues of r$ acting on A&( T*‘*‘M) are given by the 
sums 
The result is now obvious. 1 
Remark 3. -r/2in has diagonal entries (1/2n)[O., ;;‘I. If (-r/2in)” ’ is 
the Ith power of - r/2in in A( T*B), if dx is the Riemannian orientation 
form of M, one immediately verifies that 
( --&-)A’/i!=det(&)dx. 
(e) THE ASYMPTOTIC INEQUALITIES OF DEMAILLY 
We now prove the asymptotic inequalities of Demailly [Dl, D23. 
THEOREM 1.8. For anyp (l~pdl), as kff +CC 
ll-B:,-, + ... +(-l)“B$ 
(1.47) 
<(-l)P(dime)/O v,,,uo (-‘lr)^lk’+o(k’). (1.48) 
0 I 
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Bi-Bf+ ... +(-l)‘Bf=(dimt) [ (-,“F)*‘k,+o(k’). (1.49) 
” &I 
ProoJ By Theorems 1.4 and 1.5, we know that for any p (0 <p</), 
s > 0, 
det(r’2n) 
’ cdim 5, j, det(lHe.-“‘) 
[Tr, ,Sr” _ Tr, , &rd + . 
+ ( - 1)” Tr, e”“] dx. (1.50) 
By making s T t +co in the r.h.s. of (1.50) and using Proposition 1.7, we 
find that 
kTEx k-@-B;..,+ ... +(-l)“B;) 
< ( - 1)” dim r i’ 00 l, uop 
Using (1.47) and (1.51), (1.48) follows. For p = 1, we use the equality in 
Theorem 1.4 instead of the inequality. m 
Remark 4. Equation (1.49) is a trivial consequence of the 
RiemannRoch Theorem. 
(f) ASYMPTOTIC BOUNDS ON THE DIMENSION OF THE KERNEL OF A 
DIRAC OPERATOR: THE EVEN DIMENSIONAL CASE 
We now instead assume that A4 is a Riemannian connected compact spin 
manifold of even dimension n = 2/. F= F, @ Fp denotes the Hermitian 
bundles of positive and negative spinors over M (for the sign conventions, 
see [Bl, Sect. 11). V is the Levi-Civita connection of TM, which lifts into a 
unitary connection on F+ 5 is a Hermitian bundle endowed with a unitary 
connection which we still note V. Finally, E is a complex Hermitian line 
bundle over M, endowed with a unitary connection V whose curvature is r. 
We identify r with a purely imaginary antisymmetric matrix such that 
the two form r coincides with 
A’, YE TM+ (X, rY). (1.52) 
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For every x E M, we can find an oriented orthonormal base of T,M such 
that on this base r has diagonal entries -i[ J’a, 21. The Pfaffian 
Pf[ -r/2in] is given by 
Also if dx is the Riemannian orientation form of TM 
[-r/2i7clA’ 
I! 
(1.53) 
(1.54) 
The Hermitian bundle F@ 5 @E @k is then naturally endowed with a 
unitary connection V. Recall that TM acts on F@ 4 0 EBk by Clifford mul- 
for Clifford-multiplication 
the Dirac operator acting 
tiplication. If XE TM, we still use the notation X 
by X. 
e, ,..., e, is an orthonormal base of TM. Dck’ is 
on C” sections of F@ t @ EQk 
” 
Dck’ = c erVe,. 
0’:’ is the restriction of Dck’ to the C” sections 
DEFINITION 1.9. For k E N, set 
B: = dim Ker D$‘. 
0 + , 0 ~ are the open sets 
(1.55) 
of F,@tQEQk. 
(1.56) 
.+={=W?f[~]>O), 
Op ={xEM; Pf [&O}. 
We now prove 
THEOREM 1.10. As kff +GO 
Bk, < +dim 5 s 
(-r/2i7c)^’ 
l! 
k’+ o(k’). - 
Ot 
Also us ktt +co 
Bk+-BF=&m(j (-r’~~)A’k’+o(k’). 
M 
(1.57) 
(1.58) 
(1.59) 
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Proof: By Lichnerowicz’s formula [L, Bl], we know that if K is the 
scalar curvature of M, if t = l/k, then 
t(D(k))2 = -t(V,,)‘+~+~ r(e,, c,) e,e,O 1 
+ i eiej@ L(e,, e,). (1.60) 
For s>O, let Pz(x, x) be the C” kernel associated to e-srcn”“’ ‘. 
If Tr, e-.“ ” D’k’Y’2 denotes the trace of e ~ .s/( D(k1,2/2 acting on sections of 
f’, 050E@k, we have the obvious relations 
B: 6 T,., e -J0k’)2/2, 
Tr + e -.- s/(D’“‘~/Z = Tr + [ Pt(x, x)] dx. 
(1.61) 
By proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 1.5, and using similar 
notations, we find easily that as k t t + GO, for any .x0 E M 
P$bot x0) = (27CSt), ~le~pj-~~~~(dxl,Ml)}(erp$e,e,(r~,ej,~j)) 
(1.62) 
where, as ktf +cc 
H(,,ft dw’) -+ 1 boundedly. 
We then find that 
lim 
kTt +m 
x Trt exp i erej(r,oer, ,> 1 df’,(w’). 
(1.63) 
By assuming that rXO has diagonal entries -i[ >0,8] on the orthonormal 
oriented base e, ,..., e,, using Levy’s formula [B 1, Theorem 3.171, we have 
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Also, by [Bl, Proposition 1.21, we know that 
y (r,,ej, ej)] 
=f [$ (es.‘+epsY12)+~ (es9/*-epsq-2)]. 
Using (1.63)-(1.65) we finally obtain 
(dim 5) ’ 
‘Tr,CW%, x0)1 =T [flcothT+ 1] haj. 
1 I 
(1.65) 
(1.66) 
From (1.61), ( 1.66), we find that for any s > 0, 
iiiiik-‘B;<(F)j”(, icoth+)(x)+(x)dx. (1.67) 
By making s 7 r +co in the r.h.s. of (1.67), we get 
(1.68) 
The first line of (1.58) is proved. The second line is obvious using the 
well-known fact [ABP] that 
(Tr + - Tr _ ) e ps(~‘k’)2/2 = Bk, - Bk . (1.69) 
Remark 5. (1.59) is obvious using the Atiyah-Singer Index Theorem. 
(g) ASYMPTOTIC BOUNDS ON THE DIMENSION OF THE KERNEL OF A 
DIRAC OPERATOR: THE ODD DIMENSIONAL CASE 
We now assume that A4 has odd dimension n = 21+ 1 and is connected, 
compact, oriented, Riemannian and spin. F is the Hermitian bundle of 
spinors. E, r, V, Dck’ are defined as before. 
We also define 
Bk = dim Ker Dck). (1.70) 
We now prove 
THEOREM 1.11. As kft +co 
(1.71) 
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Prmf: The proof is essentially identical to the proof of Theorem 1.10. 
Instead of (1.65), we use the fact that 
Tr exp 
[ABP] M. F. ATIYAH, R 
(1.72) 
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